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CAST ALL DULL CARE ASIDE FRIDAY-EEEP!

There Is Singing on the Steps Tonight
ELEVENTH INTEHSCHOLASTIC MEET
TO BE THE BEST EVER
Plans Are Now Complete and Everything Is in
Readiness for the Oncoming High School
Athletes—Officials Have Been Chosen.
All of the business houses in the |Iand every Freshman will be on the job
city will close on Friday afternoon, May when called upon to serve.
15, in order that every Missoula citi The following officials have been ap
zen may attend the events of the final |
day of the university's annual inter pointed for Interscholastic activities:
Field and Track.
scholastic games. A resolution giving
this project the official sanction of the Referee—W. W. H. Mustaine.
organization was passed yesterday Starter—Tom Robbins.
noon at a special luncheon of the Clerk of the Course—D. D. Richards.
Missoula Chamber of Commerce.
Assistant Clerks of the Course—Tom
In addition to giving Its aid to the Busha, E. J. Stanley, M. Owsley.
suspension of business activities in the Field Judges — (Jumps Dr. Nelson,
city on the big day of the meet, the Paul Dornblaser, Massey McCullough,
chamber of commerce will aid the E. J. Cnmmins.
university faculty In raising money for Field judges—(Weights) Paul Greendefraying the expenses of the games. ough, J. B. Halm, E. B. Craighead, Jr.,
It is estimated that this year’s meet I Hugh Forbia
vfill cost nearly $4,000 and the cham | Judges of Finish—A. N. Whitlock, Dr.
ber of commerce will raise as much Heilman, W. G. Ferguson, Thayer Stod
of that money as possible.
dard.
The reception of new students has Inspectors and Attendants — L. F.
been turned over to the Freshman Gaines, Weidman, B. Craighead, Suchy,
class, which is divided into committees. J. Brown, Sorenson, Taylor, Dr. Wil
As far as possible the consecutive com lard.
mittees are assigned to meet the repre Scorer—Prof. Jesse.
sentatives from their own high schools, Assistant Scorers — Lucius Forbes,
and welcome their former schoolmates Olander, W. G. Long, W. Gilchrist, Lan
sing.
in the name of the University.
Professor Thomson will be at the Marshals—Chief of Police and Offi
N. P. station day and night to assign cers, Prof. Carey in charge.
the incoming scholastics to their re Timers—James Montgomery, R. Hig
spective hotels. The freshmen on com gins, Fred Sterling, Tyler Thompson,
mittee duty will wear ribbons and will Prof. Leaphart.
personally conduct the visitors to their Equipment and Supplies — Smead,
destinations and look after their con Lampor t
venience as much as possible. Arrange At the Gate — Profs. J. P. Rowe,
ments have been made with Green & Langmaid, Phillips, Baxter, McCarthy,
Ellinghouse for taxis during the night, Schroeder.
so that visitors coming to Craig hall Announcer—E. Pat Kelly.
will be accommodated immediately Official Photographer—Prof. Elrod.
upon their arrival. This is a class duty Souvenir Program—Prof. Reynolds.

FINE MAY QUEEN OLD GRIND OUT
CORONATION
AFTER FOSSILS
Miss Catherine Finley Will Wilson Leaves His Studies to
Be Crowned Before the
Gather in the Pretty 1
Dances.
Rocks.
At 6:30 o’clock on Friday evening, The “Land Examiner" will be the
Miss Catherine Finley will be crowned official title of Roy Woodrow Wilson,
Queen of the May on the oval. A | ’15, who has left his fortified strong
hold in the geology laboratory to work
white throne will •be erected on the j on
the Northern Pacific geological sur
lawn near the May pole. The queen vey. “Woodrow” has established the
will be accompanied to her throne by reputation of being the most consist
Katherine Rudd, Helen Rudd, Eliza ent grind In the University, and has
beth Rowe and Caroline Barnes, her always lived up to it, for a peep into
pages; Misses Railsback, Cronk, Har the “lab" any time of the day or night
would show Roy in the psychological
mon, Taylor, Gilbert, Buse, Teagarden, situation of a diligent perusal of the
Lyden, her maids of honor, and the books. He intends to spend his spare
moments during the summer In col
fifty dancers.
The crowning ceremonies will be lecting fossils, and an ecological study
conducted as upon former occasions, of plants and Insects, especially in the
and afterwards the folk and fancy IBull mountains, and will probably re
dances will be given before the queen's turn to assist in the geology labora
tory about October 1.
throne.
1

THE PROGRAM
The parade leaves the University campus at 2
o’clock sharp (and by that we mean 2 o’clock) and
proceeds down University avenue to Gerald; down
Gerald as far as Connell; from there to Higgins and
then down town, returning in time to prepare for
the May fete which takes place at 6:30. After the
May fete the crowd will immediately go to the gym,
where they will find a real University circus. The
first performance will be given by a crack roller
skater, who will come down from the rafters on a
one-inch gas pipe to the gymnasium floor, where
he will jump a chair. In the gym will be found side
shows of every description, comic operas, vaudeville
shows, a cabaret, fortune tellers, a musicale and
minstrels. Booths for food and entertainment,
such as’ “ripging the ducks” and “hit the coon.”
Roulette wheels for candy and fuzzy dogs will be
scattered about. After about two hours of joy and
confetti throwing the floor will be swept for the
carnival dance, which will last till 1 o’clock.

VARSITY WINS
TWO SECONDS
CONTEST AT DEER LODGE IS DE
CIDED WITH TWO MONTANA
MEN SECOND

HOPPER

W AS

TIED

In Oration Contest a Draw Was An
nounced But the Vote Went
Against Him.

The state oratorical and extempor
aneous contest at Deer Lodge, May 1,
resulted in two second places for the
university, first in oratory going to
I Marsh of Deer Lodge ,and in the extemporaneus to Langher of Bozeman.
The judges first announced a tie of
points in oratory between Marsh and
Hopper of the university, but as the
constitution states that a (ie should
' be, voted upon, the tie swung to givo
first honors to Montana College, The
w'lnning oration was “Heroes of Ob
scurity," and was splendidly composed
and delivered.
Langher won the extemporaneous to
his own as well as the surprise of the
other speakers. Long of the university,
placed second again this year after
putting up a good fight for Montana.
His subject, "Was the U. S. Justified in
From the time the university ele-1 that “the ladies" are going to give Intervention?” was brilliantly handled.
phant places his foot on Higgins ave- something pretty swell. The winding At the meeting of the state orator
nue in the big parade until the night of thc
P°le will conclude the free ical association Long was elected presi
watchman turns the lights on the last exercises on the campus and then the dent, Templeton vice president, and
A
strains of Home Sweet Home at the booming of cannon will proclaim the Hopper secretary and treasurer.
gymnasium the Varsity Carnival this
tidings that the show is on at the banquet in the domestic science de
partment
followed
the
contest,
which
year will be a continual scream. In gym.
coupled with the other courtesies of
spite of the fact that the faculty refus Death defying dashes, daring dips, the entertaining school made the con
ed the students the realization of their deafening din, and dazzling diversions test most enjoyable.
It seems as
long cherished plans to have the an mingled with the spray of confetti,'the though the local school has won the
nual university carnival during track shriek of the screechers, the blare of oratorical for the past few years, and
week, Manager Busha declares that he the brass band and the coaxing and it may be the university’s turn next
the barkers will
is going to pull all the glamor out of dicing screams
year as the contest will be held in
interscholastic by the magnitude oi
(Continued on Page Four.)
Missoula
his production.
Many colored and fancy posters are
now on the streets announcing this
great event and the members of the
carnival committee are rapidly bring
ing their plans to a close for the big
show. Not only does Mr. Busha prom 
ise stunts and entertainments worth
anyone’s money but he also declares
that no one will leave the carnival this At Wednesday Convocation the Head of University
year with the chance to say that they
Speaks Strongly on the Proposed Union
could find no place to spend their
tickets after they had purchased them.
of the Schools of the State.
A monster parade, bosating of two
bands, many beautiful floats, countless
decorated automobiles, wild animals, President Craighead addressed yes- i tlons of learning we shall have in time
ferocious clowns, and many Individual terday the students of the University a university unsurpassed on this con
stunts will start the day at 2:30 sharp at the general convocation, touching on tinent. In natural possibilities, Mon
in the afternoon. After the parade several subjects and alluding briefly to tana is perhaps the greatest state of
has traversed the main points of the the proposed consolidation bill. He the union, with the possible exception
of Texas and California, Texas Is con
town the students will return to the I ®Poke In part as follows:
campus to complete the last grand ar- “In a Mttle while the people of Mon- siderably vaster in territory, but the
climate
of Montana is far more invigrangements for the evening. At 6:30 tana will decide whether they want
the customary dances will be held on three or four struggling Institutions of I orating than that of Texas or of any
the campus by the co-eds after the higher learning, or one great consoll- other southernstate. Educational ex
crowning of the May Queen.
These dated university that will rank with perts have long ago shown that the
different dances promise, under the dl- the foremost institutions of the world, question of climate is a matter of surection of Mrs. Macleod and Miss Ja- It may be clearly shown, not to edu- preme importance in the building of a
! have in Montana
cobson, to be the best ever held and the cators alone, but to the plain people, great university
rumor has been quietly but persist- that if Montana decides to consolidate _
ontinued on Page Four.)
ently circulating around thecampus j at one place her three higher institu- j

CARNIVAL IS READY
FOR FUN SEEKERS
Stunts of All Kinds, Fun in All Shapes,
Joy in Huge Bunches.
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been disposed to brush the face of his
humbler brother. Thus Mr. Charles
The Law Kamin contained the first Whibley writes in the London Daily
printed discussion of the honor system Mail:
“On the one hand, because a work is
that has appeared this year. This pro
gressive department adopted it three paged consecutively from 1 to 300. and
years ago; since that time, they say, has a binding of cloth or calf all its
cheating has been reduced to a mini own, it is not necessarily entitled to a
mum in the law examination. It has word of respect. Unhappily it is true
worked splendidly. Report from one that the most of books are no books
hundred and twenty-five of America’s at all., ; . On the other, a brief article;
leading colleges all of which use the hidden away in a review or newspaper,
honor system show that in eight of may possess the very qualities of truth
them cheating is unknown, while in and sincerity which belong to litera
the remainder only, three or four cases ture, ad will be remembered when most
of the ponderous volumes cumbering
of it Occur during the year.
In colleges in which some depart the shelves of our libraries are burled
ments have the system and others do in a dusty neglect..
“If shape and form do not. decide the
not, the same conditions prevail. Stan
ford is such a college and reports that fate of printed matter, still less is it
its schools of law and English under saved from forgetfulness by the pom
“the honor” are free from cheating posity of its theme. No subject need
which is present in its other depart be too high, no subject can be too
low to prove the* skill of the master.
ments to an unpleasant degree.
For several years the honor system It was said with perfect truth of Swift
has been a subject for serious discus that he could write well about a broom
sion among all the colleges of the stick, and assuredly he handled the
country.
That Montana has never English language with an equal zest
adopted it, many of our faculty mem whether he weighed modern books
bers seem to consider a grave error, against ancient in the scale of criti
an unmistakable sign of too great con* cism or, sent his Gulliver upon an
imaginary voyage. And not merely
servation, and so on.
It is a matter in Which the A. S. U. the critics but the writers themselves
M. must take the initiative. The sys have failed to distinguish between good
tem .could not be adopted this year, of and bad. Bocaccio clung with pride
course: But we surely ought to con to his Latin treatise on the genealogy
sider it carefully this spring and be of-the gods, and thought lightly enough
prepared to decide the question next of those idle tales which Will be read
to the end of time wherever men laugh
fall.
Personally we believe tlie honor sys and women love.
tem to be a fine thing.’ Its soundness "Truly the chances of literature can
in theory seems to have been supple not be foreseen by human eyes. The
mented by even a greater soundness books without which the library of an
in application.
There are a great old-fashioned gentleman was said to
many people who do not agree with be incomplete are rapidly finding their
this, however. The Kaimin would be way to the twopenny box. And then
' glad to have the friends and enemies a copy of verses thrust into the corner
of the system turn into us their ar of a California paper makes the circuit
guments for and against the extension of the world in a flash, receives the
of the honor system from the law honor of a general parody, and finds
‘The
school alone into every branch of the; itself secure in immortality.
Heathen Chinee’ may have been a piece
university.
of journalism. It will outlive many
a score of false, inopportune epics.”
TO THE REPORTERS.
HONOR SYSTEM.

Courage, Reporters! Something like
this may happen to you some day.
(We hope this clipping may fill your
soul with secret joy and that hence
forth each assignment given you by
an unkind fate may seem to you “an
invisible cloak” which may, in the rosy
future, spirit you into the realm of
undying fame.)
Journalism No “Poor Relation."—
The journalist may hold his head a
trifle higher since Mr. Augustine Birrell, in response to a toast the other
day, declared his product was no “poor
relation” to literature. Others besides
him seem disposed to tear off the
plumes with which the litterateur has

FRESHMEN.

There is to be found in every instil
tution of learning, that type of mortal
who is at all times breaking the un
written laws of colleges and universi
ties, and overstepping the bounds of
traditions of college life. In the Uni
versity of Montana this caliber of
men—and possibly women, but the
writer is unacquainted with this fact,
not knowing womankind—is to be
found. These men as they grow older
in college life, if they have the quali
ties to make real manhood, eventually
outgrow this tendency to disobey all
college laws. Therefore, it is to the

freshmen of tlie University of Mon-,
Late News From Other
tana particularly, that this article is
Colleges
directed.
You will find these men on the ath
Denver—One gratifying feature of
letic field, in the class room and on the vote was that in spite of the cam
the campus, continually boasting of paign of misrepresentation the meas
past high school achievements, of fu ure received a big majority of the
ture conquests to be made, knocking support of the school and only lacked
the way the. college or university is eleven votes of having the required
conducted, suggesting things here and two-thirds necessary for adoption. We
there that would be bettered were ’the are going to remove the question of
freshman’s advice followed, and gener discipline from the shoulders of the
ally making things disagreeable by faculty sooner or later. Self-govern
continually talking, or, demanding at ment Is winning its laurels throughout
tention in one way or another.
the college World and Denver is not
The particular crime that rankles in likely to remain in the background in
the mind of the writer with respect to definitely.
the things suggested is the attitude of
the freshman class—and of course the
judgment is made from the actions of Chicago—Chicago 'University stu
a few who are very noticeable—toward dents have Instituted a Students’ Hon
the upperclassmen. Class distinction or Court for recommending punish
seems to be utterly lacking at the ment to be given to students caught
University of Montana Perhaps we cheating or committing other misde
should not lay the blame for this con meanors. This court recently an
dition at the doors of the freshmen, nounced its finding, which resulted in
perhaps the older classes are the ones the suspension of several students and
responsible. But at any rate, fresh the withdrawal of scholarship credit
men, you will some day be upperclass of others, all of the suspended were
men, and: in view of that fact—if it; accused of cheating at the mid-year
is necessary to appeal to the selfish examinations.
instinct—and in view of the fact that The matter of cheating probably can
we are all working for a ‘Greater Mon be dealt with by students, as is shown
tana University,’ so conduct yourselves by the number of “honor systems” in
with relation to the upperclassmen, use in the various universities of the
that we may all feel at all times that country.
you feel and khow that you are fresh ■ This court’s finding was speedy and
men. Your high school achievements severe, but it probably will hold ah
count for naught now. You are uni example before the eyes of the other
versity students. You are the young- i students that will be of profit to them.
est members in this university life, and
as such it is for you to ‘live and learn.’ Chicago—Ten students at the Uni
The things that you do now as Mon versity of Chicago have been expelled
tana students are the things that you from the university for dishonesty in
will be judged by, and keep this fact .the quarterly examination for the win
ever before you. If yo.u are lucky ter term, it was announced today.
enough at any time on the athletic The students, whose names were
field, on athletic trips, in the class not announced, were tried by a jury
room, on the campus, to be associated of their fellow pupils—the “student
with men who rank above you in the honor court,” a recently elected body.
college world, keep your counsel to This is the first action by the honor
yourself, listen to what may be said— court.
for you can at all times learn—and
above all never suggest that certain Missouri—“I say, did you see me hit
things be done. Above all, freshmen, that ball?” announced the girl at the
do not be commanding, for the fresh bat triumphantly. “Where’s the um
man that issues an order or gives a pire? Why doesn’t she stick around?
direction has committed an unpardon Oh, there she is, putting powder on
able sin. Remember your station and | her nose.”
in so remembering you are gaining “How did she know you were going
friends and acquiring knowledge.
to hit the ball?’’ retorted the catcher.
A POST-GRAD. “Anyway, you hit it with the wrong
end of the bat. The small end is the
handle, you know.”
“Why doesn’t someone tell that
pitcher to shut her eyes and aim
straight at us? The catcher would be
more likely to get some exercise.”
“Girls, stand squarely,” said Miss
Conway when she was teaching them
the fundamental principles of base
GIRLS WANT TO GET IN ON THE ball this morning. “You must not
TENNIS TOURNEY IN BOZE
stand so pigeon-toed:”
MAN—HAVE GOOD STUFF.
(Girls are out for baseball in Uni
versity of Missouri.)

TENNIS U M T S SOON
S ANNOUNCEEMET

According to the announcement of
the Tennis club the tryouts for the
team which will go to Bozeman at the
end of the month will be held immedi
ately after the Interscholastic. Two
men will be chosen. The girls say that
they want to get in on the tourney,
too, so they have written to Bozeman
to see if a series of games can’t be
arranged for the co-eds as well as for
the men. There are quite a few girls
around here who have shown consid
erable speed at the game and it is
likely that a very, good team could be
found. Everyone is welcome to try out
for the team as we want to send our
best against the Farmers.

HAWTHORNE PLANS
AN OPEN MEETING
The annual open meeting of the
Hawthorne Literary society will be held
Monday evening, May 1, at 8:30 o’clock.
A cordial invitation to attend is ex
tended to the faculty and students of
the University. The following program
will be rendered:
1. Piano duet...... ...................—
Jesse Lease, Elllnor Little.
2. Reading ............. Eunice Dennis

Michigan—Two thousand, one hun
dred and forty-eight dollars and twenty-five cents has been contributed at
Michigan to the Busrah campaign
committee thus far. The fund will "be
used to aid in bettering the conditions
in Busrah, an Asiatic city in southern
Mesopotamia.
South Dakota—The hotel patron had
waited fully an hour for a very slow
waiter to serve two courses.
“Now, brother,” he said to the
waiter, “can you bring me some to
mato salad?”
“Yes, sir,” said the waiter.
“And,” continued the customer,
“while you’re away you might send
me a postal card every now and then.”

Barber&Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

The only

Short Mill Wood
That is fair to Kaimin readers
is sold by

The Polleys Lumber
Company
(City saw mill.)
Dry stove length, $4.50 per load
Kindling _____ .....$3.75 per load
Office at the MilL Phone 414.

Henley, Eigeman
and Company

G rocers

A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK
Officers

J. M. Keith . . . . President
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
R. a Glddings, Asst. Cashier
CAPITAL...............$200,000.00
8URPLUS.............. 60,000.00
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

Owen Kelly
KEY WE8T AND D0ME8TIC
CIGAR8.

Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes

Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET
CHOCOLATES.
“Meet Me at Kelly's"

Florence,Hotel Building

.

For a Cup of

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch
Go to

The Coffee Parlor
THE
WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL............... $200,000.00
SURPLUS............... 10,000.00

3. “Deerlodge” ........... William Long
G. A Wolf . . President
4. Reading..........Evelyn Stevenson
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier
5. Yocal solo ..........Gussie Gilliland
6. Origin of May Day Festival.......
....................T._Irma Wilson
Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
7. Biography of President Wilson....
105 South Third
..................... ............ Gladys Lewis |
Apprenticed
mechanic, make’' of boots
8. Paper, “Bores,’’....Bernice Selfridge
and
shoes
to
order.
9. Extemporaneous Debate ..........
FACTORY WORK
Gordon Watkins, Payne Templeton OriginalNO
and Guaranteed Work. Give
There’s room for you at Montana U.

Us a Trial.
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.
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UNIVERSITY SOCIETY
GRACE MATHEWSON.

Mustaine, Merritt Owsley, and Edwin
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained most Craighead.
pleasantly on last Saturday evening
at a dinner dance. The members of For the Cast.
the sorority with their guests, about Mrs. Alice Macleod entertained the
seventy in all, motored to the Bitter cast of “Her Own Way" and the Dra
Root Inn where dinner was served at matic club after the performance
The Craighead
seve-thirty. The tables were at Thursday evening.
tractively decorated with brown reed home was the scene of the affair which
baskets bolding shower bouquets of was charming in every detail. Miss
Marguerites and smilax. The cards Edmonds assisted Mrs. Macleod in
bore the fraternity monogram done in serving a tempting and elaborate sup
black and gold. After the delicious per. The evening passed pleasantly
menu had been served the porches, with music and informal discussion of
hall, and living room of the inn were the play. The party included Dr. and
thrown open for dancing. Mr. Kelly Mrs. Craighead, Prof, and Mrs. DeLoss
and Mr. Sheridan furnished excellent Smith, Misses Edmonds, Grace Saner.
music for the occasion. Miss Maxwell Diana Uline, Evelyn Stephensoto, Elea
sang several beautiful selections during nor Little, Amy Brusven, Merle Kettlewell, Esther Birely, Stella Duncan;
the evening.
At midnight the return drive was Messra Gregory Powell, Verne Robin
made to Missoula by moonlight. Miss son, Bruce Hopper, Carl Cameron, Tom
Eloise Knowles, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Busha, Heilman, Colen Clements, Stu
Reinhard, and Mr. and Mrs. John Lucy art McHaffie, and the hostesses.
chaperoned the party, which included.
Misses Ethel Stubblefield, Margery Personals.
Maxwell, Kate Murr, Judy Hatch, Miss Helen Smith ’14, spent the week
Phyllis and Leila Carrlgan, Bertha end visiting at the College of Montana
Foster, Mary Brown, Beatrice Tabor, Miss Smith attended the state orator
Ava Willoughby, Louise Weber, Helen ical and extemporaneous speaking con
Gillette, Helen Cothorn, Frances Don- test in Deer Lodge on Friday.
aher, Diana Ullne, Esther Birely, Miss Grace Mathewson spent the
Stella Duncan, Helen Lyman, Grace week end at her home in Anaconda
Jones, Merle Kettlewell, Marguerite Miss Florence Carney is out again
Bonner, Isabel Gilbert, Gladys Freeze, after an attack of the mumps.
Alpha Buse, Alice Hardenburgh, Grace Miss Irma Wilson spent the week
Saner, Bess Rhoades, Corinne McDon end at her home in Hamilton.
ald, Annabel and Berne Robertson;
Messrs. Hugh Kent, Burton Smead, Spread in Suite.
Walter Beck, Aubrey Clapper, Lep- The Kappas at Craig Hall enter
hart, Dan Conners, Bruce Metland, tained at an informal spread on Sat
Sheridan, Carl Cameron, Burns, Rob urday evening in the sorority suite.
inson, Cox, Otis Baxter, Paul Dorn- A long table was attractively arranged
blaser, Adams, Jay Ector, Floyd Har with a center piece of flame-colored
denburgh, Tom Busha, George Armi- tulips and lighted by tiny candles in
Clever place
tage, Collins, Jimmie Gault, Bruce novel holders only.
Hopper, Arthur Wright, Barclay cards bore the names of those present
Craighead, Ernest Hubert, Pat Kelly, who were. Misses Anna Rector, Dor
Theta Party.

Dope for the Meet

othy Sterling, Jessie R a i l s back, Frances
Birdsall, Grace Leary, Patsy O’Flynn,
Irene Murray, Carol O’Donnell, Ruth
Cronk, Gertrude Skinner. After a
delicious supper was enjoyed, the town
girls were guests at a slumber party.
For Brides-to-Be.
Miss Maude McCullough T2, and Miss
Josephine Polleys T5, both of whom
are to be married soon, have been
guests of honor at more than one party
affair in the past week. Mrs. J. E.
Power entertained at a musicale and
linen shower for Miss McCullough on
Friday afternoon.
Misses Marjorie
Ross and Eva Coffee were hostesses
at a delightful bridge party on Thurs
day afternoon, complimenting both
brides.
Miss Jacobson Hostess.
Miss Ruby Jacobson was hostess at
a delightful informal party at her home
on Saturday evening.
The young
ladies enjoyed music and dancing and a
general good time. Delicious refresh
ments were served. Miss Jacobson’s
guests were: Misses Eunice Dennis,
Evelyn Stephenson, Vera Pride, Flor
ence Lemmon, Lucile Thompson,
Kathryn Sutherlin, Helen Maclay and
Frances Garrigan.
The Womans’ League will hold an
informal reception for the visiting
women at the track meet on Thursday
morning, May 14, from ten thirty until
twelve. If the weather permits, the
affair will be held on the lawn west of
Craig Hall.
This will be the first function given
by the women of the university since
the league has been organized, and it
will be a forerunner of a series of
monthly teas to be given next year.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

FINE STATIONERY

When writing letters nice stationery is an important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

MISSOULA
DRUG COMPANY
HAMMOND BLOCK
/ ------------------------------ \

r

UNITED
CLOTHES
SHOP
We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.
No more $15.00 No less
Equal to Others at $25.00.

QUALITY COUNTS

That’s wny you will always
find the expert in any line
using equipment that possesses
QUALITY.
In sport the same thing holds
good. The fellow who has made
a record and a name for himself
invariably recognizes the neces
sity of being properly equipped.

Your inspection invited.

arALDiiNf y u A L tn is

PEERS & WHITE

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

314 Higgins Avenue

Royal Bakery

WORLD FAMOUS
711 2nd Ave.

J

Seattle, Wash.

Dr. R. H. Nelson

cially in the 880-yard run, which has
at Missoula, still, theer has been a parDentist
previous to this time. Another one of I
Room 46 Higgins Block
Home Made Bread,
our former weak places has been ma- I
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont.
terially strengthened by new material,
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,
namely the mile run. As both Ingram
and Jones are out of interscholastics
Cookies and Doughnuts
we consider o'ur chances very good in
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
the distance runs. The weight men
116 West Cedar
of Gallatin’s last year team have left
Bell 415. 531 So. Higgins. Ind. 1687
Bell Phone 909
MISSOULA
for college. Failing to place in the
pole vault last year and having no new
material, we are not especially hopeful
Missoula Hotel
about this event. We may take a place
Jas. A, Walsh. Mgr.
in the high hurdles and high jump, but
Steam Hsat
Electrlo Light
such points are by no means certain.
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
Electric Bells and Telephones in
Hoping this will meet your require Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
Ali Rooms.
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
ments, we remain, yours sincerely, A.
Both Phones
318 Higgins Ave.
G. C. H. S. Student,
—J. M. STOTESBURY.
Student Photographer

A few weeks ago we wrote to sev-1and 100-yard dashes. The school ex
oral of the high schools in the state pects places in both these events. In
and asked them for a list of their pros- j the pole-vault, half-mile and quarter
pectlve points in the Interscholastic. we have excellent chances to land point
Just a few answered. One of these, j winners, In the mile run the outcome
Butte, sent in a splendid letter, which is not as certain, but if the present
was in some way or other lost. The form and time of our man can be tak
others we print below, just as they en as a forecast we can be fairly sure
of a point in this event.
were sent to us.
Of course, nothing can be said def
initely about the point winners in the
Anaconda.
When it became known to a cer meet, but from all indications Ana
tainty that the Anaconda High School conda will send a team to Missoula
would not send a team to the tourna which will be a strong contender for
ment at Bozeman, no time was wasted the championship of the state of Mon
in starting training for the Interschol tana.
—EARLE J. KIMBALL.
astic Meet at Missoula in May. The
boys under Coach Auten have been
Butte.
training since early in March, with the
Gallatin.
Osteophathic Physician
The Butte letter, which was lost, said
result that Anaconda will send a team Having lost many of the men of that the chances for that school this
Roome 118, 119, 120, 121
to Missoula this year which will be last year’s team we are not counting year were very fine. They have the 2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg.
second to none in the state. An added on many points in those events which sprinter who won the individual last
incentive has been the promise of a they predominated. In saying this we year and besides that they have men
We are dispensers in all
dual meet with Butte on May 2 in do not wish to infer that we do not who were point winners and still look
Butte.
hope to win the meet, although our good. In the vault and broad jump
Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
Of course, it Is a hard matpsr to chances are not as good as they have they think they have places for certain.
Goods
figure out anything pertaining to ath been in the past four years that we There was much said about the other
letics on paper, but if it is possible to have won the meet. Our chances are events which were due to go to Butte.
do this, Anaconda will be a strong con poorer this year than before as we are The letter was interesting and very
"Economists to the People."
tender for state honors at the meet bringing over a different team. Al well written and it is too bad it was
this spring. One thing can be said def though Phelps of Butte who won the lost
initely, however, and that is Anaconda 50 and 100-yard dashes last year Is
is out to win.
still in school, we have hopes of beat
Great Falls.
We are particularly strong In the ing him. Some very good records have Up to the time of going to press no
weight events this year. McKenna, a been made by our sprinters this year, letter had been received from Great !
new man in the school, has equalled the especially in the 60. We are firmly Falls. However, the press accounts of
records made by Jolley in last year’s I convinced that if we have any luck at j
meet in the discus and hammer. We all in the sprints, several state records j the meet which was held there last
show that they have a team
expect him to capture two firsts in will be in danger. Two of last year’s j week
will be a strong contender In I
these events, and at least a second in sprinters are left and we have one dark j which
the games. Their sprinting department
the shotputhorse who may surprise some. Another appears to be their strongest bet but
Anderson, a point winner in the meet j strong place in which we are basing
last spring, has shown record breaking our hopes is the 220-yard hurdles. then all the schools claim the sprints.
12 Higgins Avenue
form in the tryouts. At his present Some of the boys who ran for the
Billings.
rate we expect him to pull down a J first time last year are showing won-1
state record in the high jump, and derful improvement and are running Billings also failed to send any let
ter, but according to stories which have I
GEORGE MILLER,
land first place in the brood jump.
the fences between 26 and 27 seconds.
It Is In the sprints and dashes that In the middle distances while we have appeared in the Billings papers, a team I
The Barber
is
coming
from
the
Sugar
Beet
town
1
our main strength lies. Mayer, a new no men who are experienced runners
man in this field, has equaled the best j at Missoula. still, there has been a par- that is somewhat of a whiz. Covert, a Under the First National
time ever made by Hauser in the 50 I ticularly good man developed, espe-1
(Continued on Page Four)
Bank Building

J. A. Cavander

Dr. Asa Willard
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Picture Frames
Art Goods
Simons Paint and
Paper House

New Location 138 Higgins

Ward Studio
European.

H. L. Shapard, Prop.

HOTEL SHAPARD
Missoula, Mont.
Private Baths.
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water.
Cafe and Bar.
We sell Missoula REAL E8TATE
and write FIRE and othe** classes of
INSURANCE.

W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
Phone 212.

Missoula, Mont.

For good shoe repairing, student*
see us, The

NEW METHOD
Shoe Repair Factory
Bell 370 Blk.

322 N. Higgins Ave.

We Make a Specialty of
Picture Framing

McKay Studio
Higgins Block.
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by the educational commission. The
DOPE SHEET
city that wins will have your congratu
lations and mine and indeed the con
(Continued From Page Three.)
(Continued From Page One.)
gratulations of all the people of the
state. The city that loses will have football man, was the largest point
a climate unsurpassed in this or in our sympathy,, although the loss will winner. The high hurdles and dashes
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
any other land. It is for this reason not be nearly so great as the people of are his long suit.
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
that the people of Montana are so these cities think, because the educa
Missoula.
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
much more vigorous, more energetic, tors of the state and all advanced stu
more wide-awake, than people of less dents of education will urge the leg Missoula County will as usual en
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
islature not to abandon the buildings ter a strong team in the annual inter
favored climes.
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
“Illinois is a great state, but the val at either place, but to make use of scholastic meet. Like a number of the
shop exactly what they require. The men who
ley -lands of Montana are equal, I am them as a location for a Junior college other schools we have lost through
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
told, to the combined area of the state —such colleges are now found in many | graduation some of the point winners
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of Illinois. We have in addition, the states—that will fit students for the on our team last year, but their places
glorious luxury of mountains and riv junior year of the University and give have been filled by new men. For in
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
ers and skies—skies as fair as those them training in all practical subjects, stance, Alf Anderson is filling "Hop”
understand the real art of printing. This is why
of Italy, mountains as soul-inspiring as including training for work in the pub Prescott’s vaulting shoes in great shape
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
those of Switzerland. What would not lic schools. Thus will Montana have and should take a place in this event
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
the people of Illinois and of my native ’an ideal system of education, not a unless the other schools have some ex
state, Missouri, give if they could place perfect system, of course, but the most traordinarily good men. And then,
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
within their borders a park such as nearly perfect syste mof any state in Stlcht, who captured third in the mile
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
last year, has reveloped this season
the Glacier and the Yellowstone; but the Union.
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
not all the wealth of the world could “You will permit me in conclusion to into a speedy half-miler, so speedy, in
the care used in the selection of material. We
give to the people of these states quote the words of the immortal Lin fact, that he was able to crowd "Web”
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
these unpurchased’and unpurchasable coln, “with malice towards none and Jones, holder of the state record in the
dreamlands. Besides all this, the moun with charity towards all,” let us go 880, in a race this spring.
ected.
We are sure that we can please you.
tain regions of Montana are rich in forward in the great work we have The other track events are all well.1
gold and copper and coal and, for aught undertaken and establish for you and taken care of by the Missoula team, for
we know, in that most precious of all for all the generations of students a we have an especially promising lot of
great and complete state system of ed sprinters this spring. In the 50, 100 and<
metals, radium.
West Main Street, Missoula.
“And I believe that we are going to ucation, -beginning with the kindergar 220 we rely Chiefly on Murphy, win
have a great consolidated university ten and stretching on through grade ner of second in the 100 last year, to
and in a very short while. You will schools and high schools and junior bring home the bacon, although we
remember that a body of high-minded, colleges, the whole system shall be have a number of others of no mean
patriotic citizens have had this great crowned with a great consolidated ability. Murphy is also doing fast time
question Under consideration for nearly state university whose mission it shall in the quarter, and, together with Lan
two years. They recommended a con be to beat back darkness, to widen the sing in the low hurdles. In the half
At Moderate Prices at
solidation measure to the legislature, skirts of light, and to offer to the mile, besides Sticht we have Kemp,
but the legislature by a small majority youth of Montana and of the nation who is pressing him closely for first
T h e N o n p a r e il C o n fe c tio n e ry
voted down the recommendation. Some the highest training in every line of honors in this race.
We feel that we will be well repre
136 Higgins Avenue.
weeks ago these same patriotic men human endeavor.”
sented in all these events, together
framed a new bill looking to the con
with the mile, high hurdles and high |
solidation of the university either at
CARNIVAL NIGHT
jump, although the team is not so
Bozeman or at Missoula, and leaving it
(Continued from Page One.)
For Up to the Minute
strong
in the field events. We hope to t ------------------------------ N
to a vote of the people to decide be
CLOTHING, HATS,
tween the places. In the meantime so put the spirit of carnival into all cop the relay again .although we have
President Hamilton and Director Lind- who enter the doors that no one will so many good sprinters in the 220 that
CAPS AND
field, wisely deploring the delay and leave until the last dance is finished it will be hard to select the four best
FURNISHINGS
expense involved in a contest between and all of their money in the A. S. U. for the team. We have no brilliant
SEE
stars to rely on, but if team work and
the two cities, and deploring also the M. treasury.
bitterness that would necessarily be Class shows, society side events, nov steady, consistent training count, they’ll 1,500 New Nobby Spring
engendered, appealed .to the state su elty stands, wheels of fortune, candy find a man bearing a Missoula number Patterns—Made for You
perintendent of education in the hope raffles, ice cream parlors,'court-rooms, at the finish of most of the races.
—CLARENCE STREIT.
125 Higgins Ave
that the question might be decided by lemonade and peanut counters, danc
a commission. The state superintend ing, singing and performing are a few
Fast Meet.
ent immediately wired Mr. Coffee,
NO
the many events that Mr. Busha has If all the runners pan out as pre
president of the Missoula Chamber of of
MORE
on
his
card
and
is
bulging
the
gym
in
dicted,
there
is
little
doubt
as
to
the
Commerce, and asked him to take up- trying to provide room for all so that speed of the meet. Every year it has
THAN $20
the matter with the citizens of Mis no one will be discontented. And after been better than the one previous, but
soula. Mr. Coffee and the citizens of the whole thing is over if there aren’t now with almost every school predict
Missoula met the request in a broad I
hundred dollars in the money ing a winning team, this ought to be
and patriotic way and replied that they several
it will not be the fault of the man the banner year. This is the way the
would be willing to leave the whole box
agement. Come out now, everyone,
question to a committee of the greatest and help make'it the best. Get every-, teams stand. Take your pick and if
educators of the nation, men whose thing ready and prepare for the music. you want to, bet.
characters and whose fitness for such a It isn’t half as much fun unless you are
LECTURE COURSE
work could not be questioned — such
Missoula.
109 E. Main St.
men as President Eliot, President Nich | in it yourself.
Mrs. G. F. Reynolds has just com
olas Murray Butler and President Da
pleted a highly valuable lecture course
vid Starr Jordan. The citizens’ com
2 for25*
on modern poets, which she has been
C lu e tt Peabody i f C o ln e . M a k ers
mittee having in charge the framing
giving as a part of the Extension
of the bill, unanimously agreed with
Course under the auspices- of the
STEIN & MITCH
Mr. Coffee and the citizens of Missoula,
Shakespeare and ^Literature Depart
TAILORS
that such a commission would be the
For Lunches and Homement of the Woman’s Club. The series
proper body to decide this great ques
of lectures has -been delivered in the All work made by us is guaranteed for
Made Pastry see
Style
and
Fit,
First
Class
Workman
tion. In the meantime the chamber of
lecture room of the Missoula public
ship.
commerce and the citizens of Bozeman
library and has been well attended all
signified their willingness to leave the
winter. Next winter a»similar course Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
112 East Cedar
question of location to a committee of
will be given by Mrs. George Coffman
five educators to be selected from the FIRST INSTALLMENT OF A GREAT on various subjects pertaining to Ger THE
CORNER STORE
.presidents of the consolidated state
man life. The Woman’s Club is find
WORK HAS BEEN RECEIVED
universities having agricultural de
BY THE LIBRARY.
ing this work of the University Exten We cater to University students.
Joe Sibert
partments supported by the govern
sion Department most instructive and See us for candies and school supplies. M. F. Nesbit,
ment. The citizens of Missoula, wish “It is the greatest piece of scholar entertaining.
Across the street from the High School.
1
Agents
ing to have the question settled and ship in the English language,” said
(Formerly Denton’s.)
believing the proposition submitted by Dr. Coffman, speaking of the New Eng
AUTHENTIC SOCIETY
Attention, Faculty!
the people of Bozeman not unreason • lish Dictionary which was started
LET
able and not unfair, notified the citizens twenty-five years ago, and will require The phylogenetic development of
having in charge the preparation of the ten more years for completion. This animal life was the subject of a lec
Pettitt,
Newlon
and Gage
Scandinavian
American
bill that they would consider such a marvelous work, of such stupendous ture delivered by Roy Wilson, ’15, beWRITE YOUR INSURANCE
commission of educators well fitted to structure, is the most complete record for the Authentic society on the even
State Bank
decide between the two competing cit of the development of words, having for ing of Saturday, May 2. In the first
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
MIS80ULA, MONTANA
ies. And the bill was framed along its contributors, the great enlightened part of the lecture the speaker dis
SHINES
these lines and will soon be printed. educators of the entire world. The cussed briefly the principles of evolu
General Banking
at the
“In order to get the matter before present editor is Jas. H. Murray of tion as met with in the science of
paleontology,
special
stress
being
laid
Business
Transacted.
the people of the state it will be nec Oxford University. The progress in
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor
on
Hacel’s
biogentlc
law.
The
remain
essary to secure petitions from about the past twenty-five years has brought
3 per cent Paid on Sav 317 Higgins Ave. Chairs for Ladles
6,000 'of the legal voters of the state. the contributors down to the letter T, ing portion of the lecture was devoted
Although the time for securing such a although the bound forms in the Uni to a discussion of the various methods
ings Deposits.
petition is short, I have reason to be versity Library extend only to the let by which organisms become buried in
the
earth’s
strata
finally
fossilizing,
For Finest Meats
lieve that it will be secured. In that ter P.
Give us a trial
case the question will be decided with The dictionary aims to furnish an and to a rapid survey of the evolu
WHERE WE EAT.
529 South Higgins Ave. Both phones
out bitterness. It will not be necessary adequate account of the meaning, tion of animal life, through all the ge
for the faculty or the students of either origin and history of English words in ological ages, as revealed through the
For “QUALITY” C a l ||i
college, or for the people of the state general use. The English vocabulary study of these fossils. The lecture “What kind of a steak is this,
to assert that Bozeman is a better is considered under the three main I was illustrated with 200 stereopticon waiter?”
FLORENCE
STEAM
slides
of
reconstructed
animal
life,
and
“That’s
a
round
stead,
sir.”
place than Missoula, or Missoula a bet heads of literary, common and col
ter place than Bozeman for a univer loquial, and sub-divided into scientific, maps of the world's surface during “Well, give me something else; it
LAUNDRY
the various ages.
must have been ’round too long.”
sity seat. The question will be decidec | technical, foreign, dialect and slang.

CRAIGHEAD SPEAKS

The Missoulian

Missoulian Publishing Company

HOT AND COLD LUNCHES

Get that Easter
Suit Now

LIN K ’S

$15

STANDISHdWfe

Scotch Woolen
Mills

WONDERFUL DICTIONARY!
IS NOW BEING
MADE
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COLLAR

QUICK LUNCH

Model Laundry Co

Riverside Market
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BEATEN IN IDAHO -BUT WAIT FOR MAY 13
MOSCOW RUNNERS
HAVE GOOD BUNCH

Sulphur Smoke from the
Hell Gate

COY CO-EDS CAVORT
IN A TRACK MEET

One thing we noticed while in Mos
cow was the cute little green caps
fact made it doubly hard to place that the Idaho Infants wore while on LADIES OF THE UNIVERSITY WILL . none other than the popular Steve.
IDAHO ATHLETES RUN AWAY
Her entry has been made In so many
ENGAGE IN REGULAR
and the strong wind soon wore Nick the campus. When a freshman ap
FROM THE MONTANA CROWD
pears on the campus in Idaho minus
I events that it Is hard to judge what
BATTLE
down.
IN ANNUAL MEET.
Nick did his best and ran himself his proper attire, dire things happen. I
event is her specialty: but there is al
out in an effort to win. The time, I At the end of the year they have
ways the assurance in her case that
TO BE HELD SOON
“campus day.” At this time the fresh-.I
4:60,
is
7
seconds
slower
than
his
best
SCORE IS DREADFUL time for the mile this year, so it Is men cremate their caps and become I
I she can be counted on to cop in sev
eral.
regular students at the U. of L
hard to say why he did not place.
Saturday Is the Day Set for the Com
The Juniors In Evelyn probably have
They make ’em full of spring in {
Varsity Fail* to Pull Down One First,
ing Contest of Strength and
Idaho. The broad jump going well Not with intended boastfulness we
the
athletic star among the co-eds
But Wait Till That Tri
Speed.
over 21 feet. Montana was clearly pause to remark that the meets in the
angular.
and the Junior class is expected to
outclassed in this event and the best dear old state of Montana are pulled
score heavily. The editor-in-chief of
they could do was third place.
off with more precision and dispatch On Saturday, May 9, 1914, will be
There are fifteen men In the Uni
The 440 was the most exciting race than they are in any other place in held on University field the biggest the Weekly Agonizer is also a mem
ber of the class of 1915 and with her
versity of Montana who can sympa of the day. The runners were well the Northwest
athletic event—outside of the Inter sprinting well trained as a result of
thise with the basketball team when j bunched when they came Into the
scholastic—of
the
year.
The
co-eds—
they made their memorable retreat straight-way, with Higgins of Mon The field events were not pulled off yes, the girls of the Montana U—are pursuing reporters the great class of
’15 looks like a winner.
from Utah. The Moscow retreat was tana well up. Here the soft track well by the Idaho officials. When
just as disastrous and we feel just as began to tell and the Idaho men time came for an event Craighead and going to compete against each other Juniors look like winners therefore
pulled
away
from
him.
Jones
and
in
their
first
track
meet
of
the
year.
Phillips would hunt up a judge and
bad. One thing can be said of the
spoken of first. In the Senior class
team that can be said of all Montana Weidman came strong at the finish, go off down the field to have it out Just what schedule of events is to be
but
were
too
far
back
to
place.
followed has not yet been determined. there are those who are looked upon
teams; that is, that every man gave
all he had. The only explanation of Idaho clearly outclassed us in the If some of the athletes in this However, It is to be hoped that the to score heavily in the field events,
the outcome was that they were bet low hurdles, when Lockhart won in school think our track is in poor con- regular events will be run and It is and with the invincible Esther in the
ter than we were. One or two men 25:4-5. Montana men were not able dtion, may they have the opportunity I further hoped that no personal ani fray watch those weights heave. Then
had off days but the remainder of the to get their stride and finished a of running on an average track. We mosities will be allowed to enter into too, there Is the Queen of the May
have the best track in the Northwest the contest. It is probable that the
team run true to form. All the team hurdle behind. .
ranked among the dignitaries who de
could say after the meet was “Wait The Montana men showed strong in and our chances for good training are score will be divided according to part from us this coming June; but
better than most schools can offer. classes and in this way competition
the
two-mile,
but
the
wind
was
too
till we get the Aggies.” It seems that
will be made keener. It is assured the sporting editor fears to predict
this meet will be a personal revenge heavy for them to battle. On the last
There was a heavy wind blowing that the regulation costume for a co strength for the Seniors there for this
lap an Idaho man paced their run
for the defeated.
May Queen stuff never did tend to
In the 100-yard dash Idaho had it ner. This was a foul, but the meet down the straight way in Moscow. ed track event will be worn and with athletic development. Then last but
their own way. Brown got a poor was so decided that the Idaho man While it was a great help to the out the hindrance of the conventional not least there must not be forgotten
sprinters, it told on our light distance skirt, records are sure to go by the
start and was just able to nose out an was given first in spite of protests.
among the ranks of those who set the
boards.
Idaho man for third place. The start Phillips of Idaho won the hammer men.
It will be easily worth the price of standards of college ways for we who
with
ease.
Ed
Craighead
had
an
off
er’s gun would not work well and he
day all around and the hammer was Montana’s star half-miler, Web admission to see the thrilling races, are underclassmen that marvel of ath
was unable to call the men back.
Jones, has developed an ailment. His and when' it comes to the jumps, the letic ability—Aunt Georglana—one and
The 220-yard dash was another vic no exception.
the same Grace Saner. We dot no
tory for Idaho. Morrison of Idaho In the discus Phillips again re left foot is so sore that he can hardly way a co-ed can jump a date, etc., is know what Grace can do; but we
crossed the tape a few inches ahead peated. Our men were way off form step on it. We hope that he will be sufficient guarantee of the Interest h.pt have a hunch that she must ne
of Brown. The track was very soft and not even a third could be taken. in shape for the Triangular meet. Doc that these events will call forth.
an athlete.
and Brqwn tired sooner than his The high jump went the way of the Heilman is working on his foot every Right here a list of entries and the Among the Sophomores there is that
broad jump with an Idaho man tak night and gives us hope of Jones be possibilities in each event might be
larger opponent.
interesting to those who are planning holder of records among the weight
Ih the 880-yard dash, Jones of Mon ing every place. This event is Mon ing in shape.
on attending this mammoth athletic throwers of the world, Skinny—po
tana was unable to stand the fast pace tana's weak place and we expected
litely known as Gert-rude. The battle
The tryouts for the tennis team will carnival.
and was beaten by two Idaho men. to lose.
on the field between Gert-rude and
The wind hindered the runners in this We did not run the relay because be held shortly after track meet. Those In the forefront of the fray will be Esther will alone well repay anyone
race and the time was remarkably the meet was well decided before and who have any tennis ability should
get in as much practice as possible. we have reports of a good team. The for time spent in attending said meet.
it was no use to kill the men off.
fast tor the prevailing conditions.
We should send a good team to Boze better the Miners are the better the Then, too, don’t forget Ann Rector in
The pole vault put another dent in I
her specialty, the high hurdles.
man because this is an important meet, so we should worry.
Mer tana's hopes. The best we could
The Freshman talent is unknown—
tournament and a good showing is
do was four points, when Prescott TRACK PROGRAM
mayhap,
undeveloped, for the ten
You know how the St. Louis Browns
tied with Cunningham for first place.
WILL BE GOOD necessary.
dency there seems to go towards fuss
upset
the
dope
this
year.
Montana
The vaulting pit and standards were
Ground keeper Heilman says that he is going to come back strong in the ing and not athletics. But then you
unfamiliar to the Montana men and
never can tell about these dark horses
they were at a distinct disadvantage. The Interscholastic programs are to will have the track in the best shape meet on May 13. The men are not and there are some dark horses among
Montana was counting on five be more attractive than usual this year. that it ever was. The steamroller will confident and have hopes of only a those Frosh. The writer Is looking for
points in the shotput and our hopes They are being printed at the Missou- be in full sway and “the best track slight margin In the final results. Mary Brown—that large person some
Three times is the charm and we are
were realised until Phillips beat Ed lian office now and contain more new in the Northwest” will be in shape.
pulling for every break In the luck. times seen wandering around the cam
Craighead’s best put by two inches on cuts than have ever before been used
pus—to prove the surprise of the ales'.
In a track program. The cover design We have only a week to train for
his last put.
In the high hurdles Idaho scored has been done by Nat Little, ex ’14, a the Triangular meet. The Montana Don’t forget the Interscholastic meet. Among the specials there is Dorothy
heavily when Ronan was disqualified student at the New York Art League, I athletes have blood in their eye and We are going to see the fastest meet Sterling, with her records in the high
for knocking down three hurdles. The and several designs by him will appear a fast and furious contest is certain. in years and the dope points to Butte, and broad jump, and Gladys Roberts
soft cinders hindered the men and it throughout the booklet These pro The men are all in good shape with Missoula and Great Falls. Billings with her ability to sprint—for the car.
and Anaconda also promise big things. If that Sterling girl would train and
developed into a high jumping match grams are to sell for their usual price, the exception of Brown and Jones.
This is the high school athletes’ only cut out pink teas, etc. (meaning a
thirty-five cents.
alter the fifth hurdle.
We have no dope on the Miners, but chance and every one should be there rarebit at 1.15 A. M.) the specials
In the mile run Captain Taylor was
might be counted In the running.
the only Montana man entered. This Montana U is the best place to go. from the mouth of one Pat Sheedy, to encourage them.

H. H. Bateman

Union Market

and Company.

Meets your meat needs.

'EMPRESS]

8ee Our Fine Display of Poultry

DRUG S, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
337 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Ind. 1666

Home Plate
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobacco and
Candy. Best billiard and pool
tables in town.
WM. McBRIDE, Prop.
103 W. Front St.

Phone 1334 J

BOTH PHONE8
Bell 117

Ind. 431

130-132 Higgins Avenue

"How Is Your Coal Pile?”

T O D A Y ’S F B O O B A K

LOCAL
Motion Pictures
"See yourself as others see
you.” Something new every
day. Don’t miss seeing this
great feature, moving picture.

A Common Mistake

The Perry Coal
Company

An unusually interesting twopart Domino feature.

An Unredeemed
Pledge

J. M. 8WANGO, Mgr.

A strong Majestic drama
110 E. Cedar

EMPRE8S PIPE ORGAN AND
CONCERT ORCHESTRA
_

Phones 662

-

J.D. Rowland
Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty
114 East Main Street
Missoula,

Montana

Hoit-Dickinson Piano
Company

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

ELECTRIC
COOKING
The Glean Way
Missoula Light and Water
Company

Blankbooks and Stationery

LISTER’S
Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Fine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main St.
Missoula.

j

Old Sol is due
to shine next
week.

THE WEEKLY KAIMIN

Joy reigns su
preme on Fri
day^

J. M. DIXON MISSOULA HIGH M S
THE G IB M L TRIP H SEN.
GIVES ANSWERS
MEET WITH VICTOR
REPLIES TO QUESTIONS PUT TO
HIM BY DR. BOLTON AT THE
REGULAR CONVOCATION.

MANY LADIES WILL DANCE ON
THE GREEN EARLY IN THE
EVENING DUSK.

Fifty women, freshmen, sophomores,
upperclassmen, “grads,” fifty in all,
will dance in the annual May fete cer
emonies to be held on the university
campus next Friday evening at sixthirty o’clock.
Twelve dances will
be given, ending with the May pole
dance as a grand finale. This will
require forty-four dancers.
Under the direction of Ruby Jacob
son and Katherine Siitherlin, together
with the advice ■*and suggestions of
Mrs. Macleod, Mrs. Reynolds, and
Mrs. Staehling, the dancers are drilling
every afternoon and evening in the
gymnasium, working up their special
features. The "track squad has been

TELLS GOOD STORIES
Recites Many Incidents in the Polit
ical and Legislative Bodies at
Washington.

SCHOOL
SHOWS
SUFFICIENT
FORM TO BE A FACTOR IN
THE INTERSCHOLASTIC

In the track and field meet held on
Montana field last Saturday the local
Senator Joseph M. Dixon told of sev scholastics were victorious over the
eral of his own experiences in the sen athletes from up the Bitter Root val
ate at convocation yesterday. He had ley by a large score. While uninter
been asked by Dr. Bolton to address esting from a spectator’s viewpoint,
the students and he promised to talk if | the meet was interesting because of
the professor would furnish him with the fact that it gave those who de
a subject. So Dr. Bolton sent around sire to see Missoula high school win
a list of questions of a political nature the interscholastic a basis for com
and asked that the senator answer parison with the other high schools
them. This is what Dixon started in of the state. In the majority of the
to do. The list was so long and the events the Victor athletes were no
questions of such a weighty nature match for the locals; but in a few of
that only a few of them could be an the events the Bitter Rooters showed
swered in the time allowed. The sub class that predicts well for them in
jects discussed were very interesting the interscholastic. The time made
and the reminiscences kept the stu in the events was good, and while the
dents laughing most of the time. Sel time in the shorter runs was in some
dom has the assembly heard a better cases exceptionally fast, that may be
and more entertaining talk than the | attributed to the fact that the timers
one yesterday.
were themselves speedy men, (with
Keith Scholarship.
the watch).
Bruce Hopper was presented ft con Murphy of the local team was the
vocation yesterday with a scholarship individual star of the meet, and his
of $50. This is the Keith scholarship running in all the events which he en
which the president announced several tered showed that the runners from
weeks ago would be given to the head the other schools will have to run in
of the Freshman class.
order to take the sprints from Mur-,
phy. But it must be remembered that
the heats in the respective events test
the ability of the runners, and this fact
will tell against Murphy, so the final
test will be whether or hot he can stand
the trials and still go his best in the
finals.
Two men from Victor stand out
prominently as possible winners in the
AEROPLANE WILL FLY WHEN THE interscholastic. They are Babbit and
THREE SCHOOLS GET TO
Puyear, who won respectively the high
GETHER NEXT WEEK.
jump and the shot put and hammer.
Babbit has a wonderful amount of
104 W. Main Bt
Always in the Lead
The triangular track meet—Aggies, natural spring and with proper coach
MISS CATHERINE FINLEY
ing could be made into a wonderful
be crowned Queen of the Mines, Varsity, on Wednesday, May 13, jumper. Puyear in the weights stands
Hardware
Vaudeville and Photo- Who willMay
will be featured by an aeroplane flight
Tomorrow night.
a
Plays
Crockery
by Walter Beck. Mr. Beck, formerly good chance for firsts.
Entire
Change
of
Program
Sun
a
student at the University, has made In the distances Missoula showed
ostracised
from
the
gym
to
give
place
Paints
successful flights from Missoula and well, taking the three places in both the
to
the
dancers
every
afternoon.
day,
Monday
and
Thursday.
Harness
The twelve dances and number of will demonstrate how a plane acts in mile and the half mile. In the pole
No Vaudeville on 8unday.
| this altitude. He will start from the vault Anderson, a new vaulter for Mis
Studebakti*' Wagons
participants are.
May pole dance, 44 co-eds; Swedish center of. the track and alight in the soula this year, performed well. Denny
*
___ _____
. •' . _
' : weaving dance, 16; Irish jig, 16; Jump same place to show the great progress ran the hurdles in the fast time of
ing jack, 8; Czardas (Hungarian), 16; he has made in conquering the air. seventeen and a fifth seconds, but he
Norwegian mountain march, 30; Swed Thus if the triangular meet of Mon was aided by a strong wind at his
Roses, Violets, Crysanish clap dance, 20; Irish silt, 4; High tana collegiates is not enough to in back. However his form is good and
themums, Carnations cut
land fling, 4; Dance of the roses, 12; sure a good crowd, certainly the pros he runs strong.
Rainbow dance, 13; and a solo Span pect of seeing Montana’s' famous avi
fresh every day at the
NO LUNCH
ator in aerial maneuvers should bring
ish dance by Katherine Sutherlin.
The Norwegian mountain march, the out an enormous crowd of spectators.
MISSOULA
first on the program, will be one of the Mr. Armitage, manager of the A. S. The Y. W. C. A. has abandoned the
NURSERY CO.
main features of the evening. The U. M., states that no extra admission idea of serving a cafeteria supper on
“The Old Reliable”
dancers
will be dressed in white and for the flight will be charged, but the evening of the carnival. The A. S.
Pays 3 per cent Interest will weave
Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
in and out among the spectators of the meet will be priv-j itJ. M. did not feel that it could let the
Green House Bell 45
on Savings Deposits.
trees, to appropriate music. Following ileged to witness Mr. Beck’s part of Y. W. C. A. keep all the proceeds. It
said that if the Y. W. C. A. were al
the Norwegian mountain march comes the program.
lowed to keep the returns other private
the folk dances.
concerns
would expect the same privil
The most attractive dances of the
Immense
pole
bearing
rainbow
streams.
ege and the cry is "The A. S. U. M.
fete will undoubtedly' be the Dance of
roses, requiring twelve dancers, and A committee of five women are pre needs the cash!” The Y. W. C. A. girls
NEW TANGO PUMPS the
the Rainbow dance, requiring thirteen, paring the dancers: Katherine Suth felt that the affair would be too great
SPRING HEEL PUMPS Both are features worked up especially erlin, Ruby Jacobson, Virginia Dixon, an undertaking if there were to be no
financial returns for them. But money
Stationer
the occasion. In the Dance of and Anne Rector.
BABY DOLL RUMPS for
considerations aside, such an arrange
the Roses the costumes are white
College, Fraternity and Sorority
ment would be almost impossible be
COLONIAL PUMPS
SUMMER SCHOOL
while in the Rainbow dance they are
Pennants. Eaton, Crane & Pike
cause most of the Y. W. C. A. mem
of vivid colors.
Rubber Sole Sneaks
stationery and all late books.
The Jumping Jack dance will be the The prospects for Summer School bers will take part in the May pole
GYMNASIUM SHOES
novelty of the evening. Nothing could this year are bigger and grander even dances, the parade and the carnival
be learned concerning it except that it than the remarkably successful term stunts.
Spring 1914 Stock
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
it a “funny dance with clever cos in 1913. The following shows the ap
plicants up to date, which will be North Dakota, 16; New York, 2; Ore
tumes.”
The May pole dance, with 44 dancers greatly increased from Montana’s gon, 3; Nebraska, 7; South Dakota, 3;
Kansas, 13; Wyoming, 4; Oklahoma,
participating, is the most picturesque schools:
Bureau of Printing for work that
feature of the program. The dancers Montana, 131; Missouri, 51; Florida, 3; Illinois, 1; Idaho, 5; Minnesota, 4;
satisfies, gains recognition and an at- Dance programs, bills, office sta are to wear dainty white costumes and 1; New Jersey, 2; Pennsylvania, 1; Iowa, 6; Maryland, 3; Alabama, 2;
taactlveness that predominates
tionery,, announcements; phone 465. I will perform intricate steps around an j Ohio, 7; Washington, 3; Indiana, 2; INevada, 2; Kentucky, 2. Total, 274.

J. P . Reinhard

BIJOU THEATRE

The
First National
Bank

A. D. P R IC E

Mapes & Mapes

